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NEWS

Metropolitan Cabinet Named Distributor of Pressalit
Care’s Line of Adjustable Kitchen Cabinets and
Countertops
Metropolitan will now carry unique track-mounted accessories designed to
meet the adjustability needs of commercial and institutional kitchens
East Dennis, MA, September 1, 2015 Denmark’s Pressalit Care, Inc., a leading provider of
specialized adjustable kitchen equipment, has announced the appointment of Metropolitan
Cabinet, a major manufacturer of cabinets and countertops, as exclusive distributor of Pressalit
Care products in the greater Boston region. Pressalit Care is one of Europe’s leading
manufacturers of adjustable bathroom and kitchen solutions for the elderly and people with
disabilities.
“We’re very pleased about the recent appointment of Metropolitan Cabinet and Countertop as
our regional distributor in greater Boston, said Gary Nowitz, president of Pressalit Care, Inc.
Metropolitan Cabinet is well established as an innovative, high quality supplier to the residential,
institutional and commercial markets, and our company is very compatible with them in terms
of our focus on innovative solutions. We look forward to having Metropolitan Cabinet bring our
highly innovative new mounting solutions to all the professional tradesmen designing and
building top grade kitchens throughout the region.”
Pressalit Care designs and manufactures adjustable, track-based mounting fixtures and
accessories that enable countertops and cabinets to be easily adjusted to accommodate
individuals of different heights. Both electric and manually operated versions are available.
With track mounting, residents or staff are able to easily and quickly adjust the height of a
countertop, for example, in order to meet their specific height or disability requirements.

According to Stuart Elfland, president of Metropolitan Cabinet and Countertop, “We are
delighted to be the first North American manufacturer to showcase Pressalit Care’s Indivo line
of kitchen equipment. Our Norwood showroom features both electric and manually adjustable
systems, providing our customers the ability to witness their unique advantages first-hand.
Height adjustability provides a particularly important advantage because, for example, it
enables owners and operators of facilities such as assisted living the ability to simply readjust
cabinetry heights between residents. This can often eliminate the need to perform costly
kitchen reconfigurations.”

Image caption:
Pressalit Care’s Indivo family of adjustable kitchen mounting equipment features easy height
adjustability.

About Pressalit Care

Pressalit Care is part of Pressalit A/S, one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of bathroom and
kitchen solutions for people with disabilities. The company designs and markets specialty
products for installation in hospitals, nursing homes, rehab facilities and the home environments
of physically disabled people. Additional companies of Pressalit include Pressalit Seats,
Europe’s leading supplier of toilet seats and bathroom accessories, and SaniScan, a leading
manufacturer of seats, shower chairs and bathroom accessories. Pressalit Care is known as
one of Europe’s foremost developers of products designed to promote the independence of
disabled people. Pressalit Care’s North American headquarters is located at 51 Forrest Hills
Drive, P.O. Box 1624, East Dennis MA 02641.
About Metropolitan Cabinet and Countertop
Metropolitan Cabinet and Countertop was founded in 1984 and is a leading regional
manufacturer of high quality commercial, residential, and institutional kitchen cabinetry. The
company is headquartered in Norwood, MA, and is dedicated primarily to providing exceptional
services to the professional trades.
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